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Migration -

a complex phenomenon to measure and manage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Europe has become ‘a continent of immigration’ in the course of the last half century, and European societies have experienced growing volumes anddiversity in immigrant flows. The necessity to devise migration and integration policies in light of these facts has only been partially recognized.For example, in a number of cases integration policies were first formulated at thecity level rather than the national level. Since the turn of the century, however, mostEuropean states have developed some form of integration policy; after 2003, theEuropean Union (EU) also entered this increasingly multi-level field of policy.These local, national and EU governmental actors have often made greatefforts to collect and develop the knowledge and expertise required to understandintegration processes and to control and steer these. Such knowledge may becollected from existing sources or, if the required knowledge is not available, itmay be solicited from the research world. It may be used for different purposes: togive policies a sound conceptual basis, to develop policy instruments and measures,or to monitor and evaluate policies.



Why do we need (new) data sources for migration policy 
and management?

MULTITUDE OF POLICY-RELATED
QUESTIONS ON MIGRATION

THAT WE (AND POLICYMAKERS) 
CAN ONLY ANSWER INTUITIVELY, 

AND THROUGH SPECULATION

EXISITING DATA IS LIMITED IN 
QUALITY AND COVERAGE

ANALYTICAL EVIDENCE-BASE FOR
UNDERSTANDING MIGRATION AS
AN INHERENT PART OF SOCIETAL

CHANGE IS STILL LIMITED



Rapid expansion of migration research 
# of academic migration journals, 1959-2008 

Quelle: Pisarevskaya (2019)



Rapid expansion of migration research
# of scientific articles on migration drivers, 2000-2018

Source: Czaika & Reinprecht (2019)



What do we know about migration drivers?
Methodological diversity of research evidence on migration drivers

Source: Czaika & Reinprecht (2019)



What we may consider as „evidence-based“ might at best be
preliminary

Example: the ‚migration hump/transition‘

Clemens & Postel (2018) (like many others before!) suggest a causal relationship when stating 
that: “economic growth has historically raised emigration in almost all developing countries”.

Source: Bencek & Schneiderheinze (2020)

How reliable are our (theoretical and empirical) models?

What data, in what quality, is available and used in modelling?

On what (evidence) basis are policy decisions taken?
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From a European destination country perspective, the well-established migration hump or transition theory and the interpretation of its “evidence” implies a policy trade-off between supporting development in poor countries and reducing immigration pressures.=> Established ‘evidence-base’ evokes:Development interventions following a ‘tackling the root cause’ approach are bound to fail (because more development leads to more migration)Nevertheless, European policy-making seem to follow a different evidence base (their ‘gut feeling’?) by assuming that aid for poverty alleviation should also lead to the desired outcome (for European policy makers!) of a reduced migration pressure (cf. EU Trust fund for Africa) 



Analytical maturity of data-based evidence
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What
happened?

Why did it
happen?

What will 
happen?

How can we
make it happen?



What we know about (the future of) migration is affected 
by

epistemic and aleatory uncertainties

Epistemic uncertainty related to our limited knowledge; potentially reducible 
(knowable ignorance)

1) Complex and uncertain migration driver environments
2) Uncertainty about future development of drivers
3) Uncertain data and measurement of migration and its drivers
4) Model uncertainty
5) Migration decisions under uncertainty

Aleatory uncertainty about the processes and the future; irreducible 
(unknowable ignorance)

1) Unpredictable systemic shocks in key driver configurations
2) Unpredictable shocks in methodological advancements and data availability
3) Unpredictable behaviour
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Epistemic uncertainty derives from the lack of knowledge of a parameter, phenomenon or processEven if epistemic knowledge regarding certain drivers and their (past) functionalities is reliable and truthful, and if uncertainty about their measurement can be assessed and controlled for, the state of single drivers and driver configurations are likely to change in the future, with the likelihood of change usually increasing with time horizon.Definitional patchwork is often a result of different national or supra-national legislative frameworks, which often vary between the countries with regard to the purpose and mechanism of migration data collectionMigration statistics are social constructs, reflecting political priorities prevalent at the time of their collectionEvery formal model is an approximation of the reality under study. Aleatory uncertainty refers to the inherent uncertainty due to the probabilistic variability or other types of randomness, such as chaotic behaviour. This type of uncertainty is non-reducible, that is, there will always be unpredictable variation in single migration drivers and broader driver configurations and the way these are shaping migration processesSo-called ‘black swan events’ (Taleb 2007) are unpredictable and go beyond what is normally expected of a situation and has potentially significant consequences for society and (some or all) its members. Black swan events are characterized by their extreme rarity and their severe impact.Boundary between aleatory and epistemic uncertainty may become a bit blurred: even though the exact timing, location or magnitude of black swan events may not be predictable, the underlying processes operating on longer time scales (such as climate change) make the occurrence of rare events at least probable in the long termDespite important advances in the conceptualization of driver environments and complexes, some of the associated uncertainty remains irreducible given the sheer complexity of migration processes.In recent years important progress has been made in terms of data and methods: the availability of new, more timely data sources (traces form mobile phones, social media, to mention but a few) offers additional, much more agile opportunities for policy and research, such as in the near-term prediction or ‘nowcasting’ or providing early warnings. Still, given the volatility of such data sources, they are unlikely to offer much help in the long-run scenario planningSimilar arguments hold for methodological advances: there is a lot of potential in having more fine-grained methods, using advanced statistical modelling, artificial intelligence or data mining techniquesHowever, the fundamental inherent uncertainty of the future – firmly aleatory in nature – remains unchanged, given the fundamentally indeterministic character of our worldIn situations where the model error dominates over more regular, statistical randomness (idem), exploration of the robustness of alternative modelling approaches should be considered



For which purposes do policymakers / 
political leaders find information helpful?

N=662Source: LTL Survey 2017, Masaki et al. (2017)
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Presentation Notes
AidData's Listening to Leaders program collects 360 degree feedback on development priorities, progress, and performance from the perspective of leaders in low- and middle-income countries. We research convergence and divergence in priorities; barriers and opportunities to advance reforms; performance of development partners; and evidence-informed policymaking.



Which types of raw data do policymakers 
refer to / are used to?

N=640Source: LTL Survey 2017, Masaki et al. (2017)



The state of migration (-related) data

 Sources of migration data can be broadly grouped into three categories:
 Statistical data sources widely available (e.g. IPUMS or the 

ethmigsurveydatahub.eu).
 Administrative data sources (population register data, permit data etc.) 

selectively available. 
 Innovative data sources (including “big data”) increasingly available. 

 Two recent data inventories out of the H2020 QuantMig project 
 Migration data inventory: flows and stocks 
 Migration driver inventory
 Migration policy database

 However, uneven data quality and coverage
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Presentation Notes
Sources of migration data can be broadly grouped into three categories:Statistical data sources including national population (incl. census) and housing surveys widely available (e.g. IPUMS or the ethmigsurveydatahub.eu).Administrative data sources including population register data, permit data such as tourist visas, work visas and study permits selectively available. Innovative data sources including “big data” generated through the use of digital devices such as mobile phones, internet-based platforms such as social media, and online payment services increasingly available. Two recent data inventories out of the H2020 QuantMig project Migration data inventory: flows and stocks Migration driver inventoryMigration policy databaseUneven (limited) data quality and coverage:Migration data on drivers and outcomes is still incomplete, scattered, often not disaggregated, or not accessible at allData is often not comparable across geographical units (countries) and not fully harmonised.Concrete examples for data gaps: :Disaggregated migration flows by dyad, occupation, legal permit, gender with global coverageHarmonised data covergaing internal and international migration flowsReturn and onward migration movementsIrregular migrationSmugglingRecruitmentMigrant integration indicators with global coverageMobility dataShort-term, emergency-driven migration dataData on migration drivers with global coverage

http://www.ipums.org/
https://ethmigsurveydatahub.eu/emmregistry/
http://www.quantmig.eu/data_and_estimates/data_inventory/
http://www.quantmig.eu/data_and_estimates/driver_inventory/


Evidence-based migration policy-making

 Remarkable advances in data processing, storage, analytical technologies

 Renewed call for data-driven decision-making (DDDM) in migration policymaking
and management:

‘ ... policy decisions should be based on sound evidence. The raw ingredient 
of evidence is information. Good quality policymaking depends on high 
quality information, derived from a variety of sources – expert knowledge; 
existing domestic and international research; existing statistics; stakeholder 
consultation; evaluation of previous policies ... ’ (UK Cabinet Office 1999).

 Policy-making requires „good, reliable evidence“
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At the same time, remarkable advances in data processing, storage, analytical technologies (including machine learning and data mining) and conceptual „know how“ and understandingRenewed call for data-driven decision-making (DDDM) in migration policymaking and management:	‘ ... policy decisions should be based on sound evidence. The raw ingredient 	of evidence is information. Good quality policymaking depends on high 	quality information, derived from a variety of sources – expert knowledge; 	existing domestic and international research; existing statistics; stakeholder 	consultation; evaluation of previous policies ... ’ (UK Cabinet Office 1999).Policy-making requires „good, reliable evidence“Research evidence based on systematic observation in order to establish fact-based analysis and policy conclusions. Substituting or complementing individual intuition and experience in decision-making with knowledge and evidence from analytical findings pulled out from systematically gathered data.Anything not fulfilling this definition is typically classified as “expert opinion”



(Migration) policy-making:  
biases in data utilization and decision-making

 Politics isn’t science: evidence is only one element that affects political decisions
 Other principles of governance and policymaking: ideology, consensus, public 

opinion etc.
 Biases in political decision-making

 Heurisitics and cognitive biases in decision-making
 Decisions often rapidly taken, decisions without all information available or used

 Evidence can be against political values
 Evidence often interpreted through one‘s one idealogical lens

 Policy process is complex: many entry points where evidence can be injected
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Scientific facts alone are not enoughScientific credibility must be (re) producedFacts rarely provide convincing evidence when there is controversyReflective research needed to offer ways of looking at a problem not considered yet in the policy processResearch-policy relations also shape migration researchdevelopment of certain infrastructuresemphasis on migration policy evaluationattention to new research questions, contexts, approachesPolitics isn’t science: evidence is only one element that affects political decisionsScientific facts alone are not enoughOther principles of good governance and policymaking: ideology, consensus, public opinion etc.Scientific credibility must be (re) producedFacts rarely provide convincing evidence when there is controversyReflective research needed to offer ways of looking at a problem not considered yet in the policy processUse of heuristics, cognitive shortcuts, gut feelings (rational, bounded rational, irrational):Confirmation biasFraming biasAnchoring biasNegativity biasSunk cost biasStatus quo biasRepresentativeness biasAvailability biasAffinity bias…Decisions often rapidly taken, decisions without all information available or usedEvidence can be against political valuesEvidence often interpreted through one‘s one idealogical lensPolicy process is complex: many points where evidence can be injectedConfirmation  Political decision makers process migration-related information selectively, by paying more attention to evidence that confirms their prior beliefs or convictions about migration risks, processes and dynamics Framing How political decision makers process migration-related information – and their subsequent decisions – depend partly on how the information is framed and presented by information providers.  AnchoringHow political decision makers process migration-related information is disproportionately influenced by an initial or salient piece of information in the decision-making environment. Negativity When processing migration-related information provided by uncertainty assessors and information providers, political decision makers place more weight on negatively framed information than on positively framed information. Sunk costs When allocating resources towards migration management, political decision makers seek to avoid wasting resources (“throwing good money after bad money”) that have already been incurred which can lead to a continuation with existing practices regardless of their effectiveness. Status quo biasWhen deciding on mobility restrictions or allocating migration policy-related resources, political decision makers generally prefer the current state of how things are done, thus resisting new criteria, procedures, technologies, or other attempts at reforms. In complex decision environments where multiple options are present, the default option is dominant RepresentativenessPolitical decision makers allocate resources and political action according to the representativeness of relevant stereotypes, such as deservingness, power, or migrant profiles.  Availability Political decision makers, to economize on information searching, allocate resources and policy interventions according to the similarity of the case situation with recent and more memorable experiences. Affinity biasPolitical decision makers and frontline officers, when distributing resources or restrictions, tend to move toward (potential) migrants who are similar to themselves or whom they like or trust, and away from those with whom they have no affinity. 



How does data / evidence get into political
space?

How do political leaders (N=822) become familiar with information?

Source: LTL Survey 2017, Masaki et al. (2017)



Research-Policy dialogues

Migration research Migration policymaking

Knowledge production Knowledge utilisation
Knowledge 
exchange

- Institutional
relations
- Ad-hoc and 
informal contacts

- Knowledge 
paradigms

- Research institutions
- Data hubs

- Instrumental 
knowledge utilisation

- Symbolic knowledge
utilisation
(substantiating/legiti
zing policy decisions)

Reciprocal nature of research-policy relations:

How is data-driven and evidence-based research utilized in policymaking? 
How do policy contexts, policymakers and RP-dialogues influence research agendas 
(incl. data collection, research foci)?

Presenter
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Three domains:Knowledge production – exchange – utilisationDialogure structures:Research primacy:Enlightenment model (‘speaking truth to power’)Technocratic model: researchers (‘experts’) are more directly involved in policymakingPrimary of politics in policymaking:Bureaucratic model: research is supposed to provide data (‘facts’) that are required by policymakers todevelop policies and to reach decisions.Engineering model: allows researchers a more far-reaching role in policymaking, while assuming,however, that politics keeps its primacy and is at liberty to select (‘pick-and-choose’) those strands of expertise that it sees fit.Reciprocal nature of research-policy relations: research influences policymaking, and vice versa!However, quality data and advanced analytic capacity cannot guarantee that governments make effective, data-driven and reliable/long-term decisions. Rather policy changes are often rather erratic as the next slides shows.



Policymaking itself is uncertain (erratic?)
European Migration Policy Dynamics (incl. and reversals), 1990-2020

Data source: DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.

Changes in migration policy restrictiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policy changes - if erratic and poorly communicated - risk policymakers’ credibility, as well as citizens’ compliance.Figure 2 indicates that in none of the 31 European countries a steady and robust long-term policy trend in the policy direction existed over the past three decades. We rather observe migration policy cycles where in some years policy changes towards more restrictive regulations dominate but are followed by periods of more liberal policy adjustments. However, beyond these larger policy trends, it is a matter of fact that in any of these periods both constraining and facilitating migration policy changes are bundled together, obviously with some intertemporal dominance of either liberal or restrictive policy changes. 



Trend towards ‚fine-tuning‘ in European 
migration policymaking

Data source: DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database (2021). Own elaboration.

Trend towards more frequent but (on average) rather minor migration policy changes

N=6531 policy changes
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Policy changes - if erratic and poorly communicated - risk policymakers’ credibility, as well as citizens’ compliance.Across all 31 European countries, Figure 3 displays that the policy activity in terms of the average number of policy changes per year and country can be estimated by as a continuously rising trend. While the DEMIG-QuantMig migration policy database identifies less than four policy changes per year during the 1990s, this number has more than doubled for the 2010s. The post-2015 period was hereby a period of exceptionally intense political dynamic with high policy adaptation activity in most countries. At the same time, the significance or magnitude of policy changes has developed in the opposite direction. Policy changes in the 1990s have been – on average – of greater significance regarding the rights of migrants than those in the 2000s. Moreover, policy adaptations during the past decade have been predominantly fine-tuning changes (Figure 3). 



Enhance capacity for data-informed
migration management

 Reduce epistemic uncertainty
 Enhance data diversity and coherence for informed migration policymaking
 Institutionalize utilisation of data and knowledge
 Improve migration policy conception and analysis 

 Need to distinguish between policies that can be designed and implemented without much 
information and those which cannot.

 Strengthen migration policy communication and „mainstreaming" 
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Reduce epistemic uncertainty	Almost trivially, when facing an uncertain decision, the first thing to do should be to try and reduce that uncertainty…but how?	by collecting, analyzing and using dataPossible by better data, knowledge, and new research, but only for epistemic uncertaintyTraining in better judgement (awareness of heuristics and biases)But: Aleatory uncertainty always remains – needs to be acknowledged and managedChallenge to distinguish between epistemic and aleatory uncertainty“It is better to be vaguely right than exactly wrong.” Epistemic uncertainty is worse for developing country policymakers. Developing countries have less resources to spare if their decisions do not lead to desired outcomes. Trust in governments tends to be lower, and data is also poorer. Enhance data diversity and coherence for informed migration policymakingImproving the adaptability of the migration and integration data infrastructure Regular and systematic review of the decision-making and communication processes; increasing the flexibility of migration management through coordination, adaptation and innovation in response to changing situations and new indications of emerging risks;Models can help, but they are no more reliable than the data fed into them.Predictive models should provide a range of outcomes likely under certain conditions. As more data is collected and fed into models and assumptions are tweaked based on real-world evidence, models become better. Until we have that data, they are best used with caution.Improve migration policy conception and analysis Improving skills for monitoring, data collection, knowledge development, scenario planning and analysis and diagnosis of epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty Improving the understanding of human behaviour and (migration) decisions Improving the understanding of the systemic relationships No-regret policies: Some policies make sense no matter what data and information is available.Trade-off policies: Some other policies involve significant trade-offs — costs and benefits — which may be poorly measured or measurable.Experimentation policies: In case of no, or no reliable data and information is available, policy outcomes are to be monitored, evaluated, adapted post-implementation. Strengthen migration policy communication and „mainstreaming" Governance (coordination of multi-stakeholder networks on data) Policies (improving policy coherence by enhancing data coherence across all migration-related policy areas)Discourses (promoting evidence-based discourse)



Thank you very much for your attention!

Comments and feedback to: Mathias.Czaika@donau-uni.ac.at
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